A review of PFAS fingerprints in fish from Norwegian freshwater bodies subject to different source inputs†
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The extensive use of per- and polyfluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) has resulted in many environmental point and diffuse sources. Identifying the source responsible for a pollution hot spot is vital for assessing remediation measures, however, as there are many possible sources of environmental PFAS pollution, this can be challenging. Chemical fingerprinting has been proposed as an approach to identify contamination sources. Here, concentrations and profiles (relative distribution profiles) of routinely targeted PFAS in freshwater fish from eight sites in Norway, representing three different sources: (1) production of paper products, (2) the use of aqueous film forming foams (AFFF), and (3) long-range atmospheric transport, were investigated. The data were retrieved from published studies. Results showed that fingerprinting of PFAS in fish can be used to identify the dominant exposure source(s), and the profiles associated with the different sources were described in detail. Based on the results, the liver was concluded to be better suited for source tracking compared to muscle. PFAS fingerprints originating from AFFF were dominated by perfluorooctanesulfonate (PFOS) and other perfluoroalkanesulfonic acids (PFSA). Fingerprints originating from both long-range atmospheric transport and production of paper products were associated with high percentages of long chained perfluoroalkyl carboxylic acids (PFCA). However, there were differences between the two latter sources with respect to the ∑PFAS concentrations and ratios of specific PFCA pairs (PFUnDA/PFDA and PFTrDA/PFDoDA). Low ∑PFAS concentrations were detected in fish exposed mainly to PFAS via long-range atmospheric transport. In contrast, ∑PFAS concentrations were high and high percentages of PFOS were detected in fish exposed to pollution from production of paper products. The source-specific fingerprints described here can be used for source tracking.

Environmental significance
This work investigates fingerprints of per- and polyfluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) in fish from freshwater systems subject to pollution from different sources. Contaminated fish has been shown to be a significant source of PFAS to exposed populations. Identification of the main sources of the pollution is important to direct remediation efforts and hence, to reduce PFAS exposure. We identify specific fingerprints for three source types: (1) aqueous film forming foams (AFFF) for firefighting, (2) production of paper products, and (3) long-range atmospheric transport. This work will aid future source tracking studies.

Introduction
Per- and polyfluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) have been used in a vast number of industrial processes and in both industrial and consumer products. In addition to well-known uses including textile impregnation, aqueous film forming firefighting foams (AFFF), and paper products, Glüge et al. identified a further 200 use categories for more than 1400 individual PFAS. PFAS are ubiquitous in the environment, and even detected in remote environments such as the Antarctic and Arctic. Long-range atmospheric transport and subsequent degradation of precursor compounds such as fluorotelomer alcohols (FTOH) into perfluoroalkyl carboxylic acids (PFCA), has been suggested to be one important mechanism for this global distribution. Some PFAS bioaccumulate in organisms and biomagnify in the food chain. The highest environmental PFAS
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concentrations have been reported for sites contaminated by point sources, referred to as hot spot areas, such as from the use of AFFF at airports.\textsuperscript{11,12} As an example, a perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS) concentration of 1500 \( \mu \text{g kg}^{-1} \) was reported for whole perch (\textit{Perca fluviatilis}) at Schiphol Amsterdam airport,\textsuperscript{11} and a \( \sum \text{PFAS} \) concentration of 330 \( \mu \text{g kg}^{-1} \) (mostly PFOS) was reported for muscle from perch sampled near Stockholm Arlanda airport.\textsuperscript{12} Elevated human exposure to PFAS is suspected to increase the risk of adverse health effects, including immunotoxicity, dyslipidemia, kidney and testicular cancer, liver damage, decreased fertility, thyroid disruption, and developmental effects.\textsuperscript{13-14} Depending on the specific population in question, there are several exposure routes that can be considered to be important for PFAS exposure (\textit{e.g.} drinking water, food contact materials, house dust, meat and egg consumption, \textit{etc.}). Fish consumption is one of the main exposure routes of PFAS to humans,\textsuperscript{15,16} and dose-dependent relationships between consumption of fish from hot spot areas and blood plasma or blood serum concentrations have been reported.\textsuperscript{17,18}

Identification and characterisation of hot spot areas and pollution sources are critical to reduce the environmental levels and impact of PFAS on human dietary sources, such as fish, by applying successful remediation approaches.\textsuperscript{19} Specific sources are believed to have characteristic distributions of individual PFAS, resulting in specific chemical fingerprints. Thus, the comparison of PFAS fingerprints, \textit{i.e.}, concentrations and profiles (composition, expressed as relative distribution profiles of the sum of the targeted PFAS), has been proposed as an approach to identify PFAS contamination sources.\textsuperscript{19} Source specific fingerprints reflecting different PFAS production histories have previously been reported in surface water from China and Germany.\textsuperscript{20} Fingerprinting of surface water sampled in the north-east of the United States\textsuperscript{21} and in human serum\textsuperscript{22} has been used to identify different sources of PFAS.

Thousands of PFAS are potentially emitted to the environment.\textsuperscript{23} However, a limited number of PFAS are routinely targeted by analytical methods such as liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). The reasons for this is a lack of standard methods that can be used to capture all PFAS due to the lack of analytical standards and economic constraints, as more powerful analytical tools such as high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) are expensive and not widely available.\textsuperscript{24-25} The objective of this study was to explore differences in PFAS fingerprints in freshwater fish from Norwegian freshwater bodies subject to different source inputs. Routinely targeted PFAS were focused on to make the study relevant to practitioners (\textit{e.g.}, regulators and problem owners), dealing with PFAS polluted sites. Concentrations and profiles of PFAS in muscle and liver samples from 11 species of freshwater fish from eight different sites were selected as the media to focus on. The data were retrieved from published studies.\textsuperscript{26-33} Each of these studies reported concentrations in fish from freshwater bodies receiving PFAS from a specific source, and did not perform detailed comparisons of fingerprints related to different source inputs. Each of the eight sites represented one of three source types: (1) production of paper products (2) the use of AFFF, and (3) long-range atmospheric transport. Differences in PFAS profiles depending on source type were investigated using Principal Components Analysis (PCA). The hypothesis was that source-specific PFAS fingerprints are reflected in fish from the impacted area. A few studies have explored differences in PFAS fingerprints in various media depending on sources,\textsuperscript{20-22} however, this is the first to explore source-specific fingerprints in fish.

**Methods**

**Data collection**

Data for fish from freshwater bodies contaminated by AFFF used at Norwegian airports were provided by two Norwegian stakeholders that manage the majority of Norwegian airports (Avinor that manage commercial airports,\textsuperscript{26-29} and the Norwegian Defence Estates Agency that manage military airports\textsuperscript{29}). These studies\textsuperscript{26-30} were data reports in which sampling methods were described and PFAS concentrations in fish sampled near airports were reported and compared to environmental quality standards (EQS). In addition, data from monitoring programs that took place between 2009 and 2019 commissioned by the Norwegian Environment Agency which included PFAS concentrations in freshwater food webs in large Norwegian lakes mainly polluted by long-range atmospheric transport, were used. Yearly reports are prepared, with the latest one being published in 2019.\textsuperscript{31} Concentrations in biota were reported and time-trends were discussed.\textsuperscript{31} Indications of decreasing concentrations of some PFAS were reported, however the trends were not statistically significant and it was concluded that continuous monitoring in coming years is necessary in order to evaluate this further.\textsuperscript{31} Furthermore, data from lake Tyriofjorden, which is polluted by production of PFAS coated paper products,\textsuperscript{32,33} were included. The source of the PFAS pollution in the lake was investigated and it was concluded that paper production is the main source, which has emitted tons of PFAS to the lake.\textsuperscript{32} The environmental behaviour of PFAS and precursors in the lake were discussed, and it was concluded that transformation of large hydrophobic precursors in sediments is a source to PFAS in fish.\textsuperscript{33} Langberg \textit{et al.} (2021)\textsuperscript{32} was the only study which discussed PFAS profiles in relation to source. Based on a comparison to literature, it was concluded that PFAS profiles in fish exposed to PFAS arising from the use of AFFF were dominated by PFOS, in addition to the presence of other PFSA, and that this seemed to differ from profiles in fish exposed to PFAS arising from paper industry. However, a detailed comparison of data were not performed.\textsuperscript{32} All together, these data spanned eight different sites, a geographical distance of 1000 km from 59.39° N to 68.50° N, and covered both urban and wilderness areas (Fig. S1†). The investigated water bodies associated with the sites are described below, and a detailed overview (location, volume, surface area, maximum depth, catchment area, and main contaminant sources) is given in Table S1†.

Four of the sites (sites 1–4) were airports where AFFF from firefighting training activities were known to be the main PFAS source: (1) Oslo airport, the main airport in Norway. PFAS...
contaminated water, mainly from a firefighting training facility (FTF)\textsuperscript{34} drains into the creek Sogna which further drains into the river Leirav. (2) Evenes airport which serves the towns Harstad and Narvik. The data used is from two lakes (lake Lavangsvatnet and lake Langvatnet) that receive PFAS from two FTFs at this airport.\textsuperscript{25} (3) Fagernes airport, Leirin (Fagernes airport) is a small local airport. The data used is from two lakes, lake Kalken and lake Leirin, located in the immediate vicinity of the runway and the FTF. (4) Moss airport, Rygg (Rygg airport) was a civilian airport until it was shut down in 2015. The civilian airport shared facilities with the military airport, Rygge air station, which is still operational. The data used is from the adjacent lake, Vansjø, that receives PFAS contaminated water from the airport.

The remaining four sites (5–8) are large Norwegian lakes: (5) lake Tyrifjorden where a factory producing paper products was identified to be the main PFAS emission source.\textsuperscript{32} (6) Lake Mjøsa which is the largest lake in Norway and which, in addition to atmospheric long-range transport, is polluted by diffuse PFAS sources including industry, waste water treatment plants (WWTP), and urban runoff.\textsuperscript{34} (7) Lake Femunden, the third largest lake in Norway. It is situated in a forested area that receives water from a wilderness mountain catchment area. The main PFAS source to lake Femunden is considered to be via long-range atmospheric transport. (8) Lake Randsfjorden, the fourth largest lake in Norway, is located in a rural area and is assumed to receive most of the PFAS via long-range atmospheric transport. However, small contributions from additional rural diffuse sources such as agricultural runoff and waste water runoff cannot be ruled out.

Data from a total of 11 fish species were investigated, with some variation between investigated species and tissue (muscle and/or liver) among the sites (Table S2†). The total amount of data points included in this study was 454 liver samples and 581 muscle samples. The investigated species were arctic Char (Salvelinus alpinus), bream (Abramis brama), brown trout (Salmo trutta), european smelt (Osmerus eperlanus), perch (Perca fluviatilis), pike (Esox lucius), roach (Rutilus rutilus), european chub (Squalius cephalus), vendace (Coregonus albula), whitefish (Coregonus lavaretus), and zander (Sander lucioperca). All animal procedures were performed in accordance with Norwegian regulations. Sampling and immediate killing of wild fish for scientific purposes does not require a special permit according to the Norwegian Animal Welfare Act and the Norwegian regulation concerning the use of animals for scientific purposes.

Chemical analysis
Chemical analyses of the samples from the commercial airports (sites 1–3, Oslo airport; Evenes airport; and Fagernes airport),\textsuperscript{26–29} as well as the muscle samples from site 4 (Rygg airport),\textsuperscript{30} were carried out by a commercial accredited laboratory, Eurofins Environment Testing Norway AS according to standard method DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025:2005. Briefly, samples were freeze dried, internal standards were added and extraction was performed using methanol in an ultrasonic bath followed by solvent clean up. Analyses were performed using high-performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometric detection (HPLC/MS-MS). Laboratory blank samples were run, and blank concentrations were acceptable according to accredited lab procedures.

Data for liver samples from site 4 (Rygg airport) as well as all data from sites 5–8 (lake Tyrifjorden, lake Mjøsa, lake Femunden, lake Randsfjorden) were provided by monitoring programs commissioned by the Norwegian Environment Agency (Jartun et al. (2019)) and previously reported studies for lake Tyrifjorden.\textsuperscript{32–35} Analyses of these samples were performed by the Norwegian Institute for Water Research (NIVA) following previously described methods. Briefly, extraction was performed using acetonitrile and ultrasonication followed by analyses using liquid chromatography quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LC-qTOF-MS). Laboratory blank samples were run for each batch of analysed samples. Concentrations in the blank samples were low and consistent, indicating little cross contamination.

Raw data as well as detailed information about the methods, including standards, solvents, and limits of quantifications (LOQ) is given in the ESI.†

Statistics and data treatment
38 PFAS were targeted for analysis (names and abbreviations are shown in Table S3†). However, the number of targeted PFAS varied between sites and sampling years, summarised in Tables S4 and S5† in the ESI. Differences in PFAS profiles (relative distribution profiles) between sites were explored using PCA. For each individual PCA, the PFAS profiles were standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation of one before performing PCA. Differences in PFAS concentrations, percentages, and ratios, as well as differences in PC1 scores were tested using Kruskal–Wallis and Bonferroni correction. In order to make meaningful comparisons, only PFAS targeted in all of the samples in question were included in the PCA. Concentrations below the LOQ were assigned values of half the LOQ when calculating \(\sum\)PFAS and comparing concentrations. For PFAS profiles (composition, expressed as relative distribution profiles of the \(\sum\)PFAS), concentrations below the LOQ were set to 0 (including in the PCA). This approach was preferred over e.g., using a statistical method to estimate concentrations (in order to explore each sample individually), or e.g., using LOQ/2 (in order to avoid the LOQ concentrations affecting PFAS profiles for samples with low \(\sum\)PFAS concentrations to a larger degree compared to samples with high \(\sum\)PFAS concentrations – as each PFAS was expressed as a percentage of the \(\sum\)PFAS). Concentrations are given on a wet weight basis (w. w.). Averages are presented as arithmetic means with the standard error of the mean (SEM) where appropriate. The level of significance was set to 0.05. Statistical analyses were carried out using R version 3.4.2; R Core Team; Vienna, Austria. Details for statistics, including the selection of the sites and PFAS for the PCA, are in the ESI.†
Results and discussion

Concentrations of PFAS depending on tissue, source type, and species

Comparison of PFAS concentrations in liver and muscle. The number of samples and investigated species and tissue vary between the different studies. Fig. 1 and 2 depict the concentrations of the targeted PFAS (which were detected in at least one sample) in liver and muscle, respectively. Differences in liver concentrations between sites and species are shown in Fig. 1, which shows concentrations of the 17 PFAS that were targeted in all samples. In addition, 8:2 FTS is included in Fig. 1, but because there were a few sites where 8:2 FTS concentrations were not available it was not included in the statistical analysis shown in Table S6.† Differences in muscle concentrations between sites and species are shown in Fig. 2, which shows concentrations of the 14 PFAS which were targeted for most muscle samples (only seven substances, targeted in all samples, were included in the statistical analyses shown in Table S7†). From the figures it is clear that higher concentrations and a greater frequency of concentrations above the LOQ were reported for liver compared to muscle. The differences between liver and muscle are illustrated by the samples from lake Tyri fjorden, for which a direct comparison can be made for seven fish species,33 shown in Fig. S6.† Higher concentrations in liver compared to muscle have been reported in many previous studies.38–41 The reason for this is likely that many PFAS bind to specific proteins such as albumins and therefore mainly accumulate in tissues which are rich in these proteins, such as kidney, blood, and liver.38,39,42 Tissue specific accumulation has previously been reported to vary between substances. For example, FOSA, a precursor to PFOS, has been shown to accumulate in higher concentrations in other tissues (e.g. blood and kidney) compared to the liver, likely due to an efficient biotransformation into PFOS in the liver.43,44 Thus, there are merits associated with using both liver and muscle samples to identify PFAS sources. Owing to the higher concentrations, liver is considered to be a better suited tissue for source tracking purposes as concentrations above the LOQ are needed in order to determine PFAS fingerprints in fish affected

---

Fig. 1 Concentrations of the targeted PFAS (and detected in at least one sample) in fish liver sampled at different sites receiving PFAS input from different sources. Note: 8:2 FTS was not targeted for samples from 2014 in lake Femunden, lake Mjøsa, and lake Randsfjorden. In the figure, PFAS concentrations were set to 0 in samples where they were not targeted. Concentrations below the limit of detection (LOQ) were set to LOQ/2. Lake Mjøsa is expected to be polluted by atmospheric long-range transport and diffuse PFAS sources including industry, waste water treatment plants (WWTP), and urban runoff.
The sum of concentrations of the 17 PFAS in liver were higher in impact on PFAS concentrations in both AFFF, and long-range atmospheric transport) have a clear source types. The investigated point sources (paper products, concentrations of the targeted PFAS (which were detected in at least one airport (299 m) compared to sites dominated by long-range atmospheric transport. As an example, the sum concentrations of the seven PFAS targeted for all muscle samples were higher in fish from sites affected by point sources (5.0–272 μg kg\(^{-1}\)) compared to sites dominated by long-range atmospheric transport (1.2–4.1 μg kg\(^{-1}\)). Differences were significant for pike and brown trout from Oslo Airport; perch from Fagernes airport; perch, pike, and zander from Rygge airport; arctic char and brown trout from Evenes airport; and perch from lake Tyristjorden compared to all fish from the lakes affected by atmospheric long-range transport, shown in Table S7† (p < 0.05, Kruskal–Wallis and Bonferroni correction). Similar to the results reported here, PFAS concentrations in fish sampled in proximity to point sources have previously been reported to be much higher than concentrations in fish receiving most of the PFAS via long-range atmospheric transport. As an example, the sum of 11 PFAS in perch muscle sampled near Stockholm Arlanda airport was reported to be 330 μg kg\(^{-1}\) (consisting almost entirely of PFOS),\(^{12}\) while the sum of seven PFAS (including PFOS) were reported to be in the range of 0.31–3.4 μg kg\(^{-1}\) in muscle of perch from pristine Swedish lakes.\(^{8}\)

**Comparison of PFAS accumulation in different species.** Concentrations of individual PFAS differed between species by different sources. However, due to its relevance for assessing human dietary PFAS exposure, muscle was the preferred tissue for most of the AFFF impacted sites included in the present work.\(^{26–30}\) Therefore, differences in concentrations and profiles in both liver and muscle were explored for the different sites in the present study.

**PFAS concentrations at point sources compared to sites affected by long-range transport.** Fig. 1 and 2 show the concentrations of the targeted PFAS (which were detected in at least one sample) in muscle samples from fish sampled at different sites receiving PFAS pollution from different sources. Note: PFOA was not targeted in trout sampled in lake Mjøsa in 2016. PFUnDA, PFDoDA, PFTrDA, and PFTeDA were not targeted in samples from lake Mjøsa and Rygge airport. PFDS and FOSA were not targeted in samples from Rygge airport. In the figure, PFAS concentrations were set to 0 in samples where they were not targeted. Concentrations below the limit of detection (LOQ) were set to LOQ/2. There is a break in the Y-axis between 25 and 60 μg kg\(^{-1}\). Lake Mjøsa is expected to be polluted by atmospheric long-range transport and diffuse PFAS sources including industry, waste water treatment plants (WWTP), and urban runoff.

Fig. 2 Concentrations of the targeted PFAS (and detected in at least one sample) in muscle samples from fish sampled at different sites receiving PFAS pollution from different sources. Note: PFOA was not targeted in trout sampled in lake Mjøsa in 2016. PFUnDA, PFDoDA, PFTrDA, and PFTeDA were not targeted in samples from lake Mjøsa and Rygge airport. PFDS and FOSA were not targeted in samples from Rygge airport. In the figure, PFAS concentrations were set to 0 in samples where they were not targeted. Concentrations below the limit of detection (LOQ) were set to LOQ/2. There is a break in the Y-axis between 25 and 60 μg kg\(^{-1}\). Lake Mjøsa is expected to be polluted by atmospheric long-range transport and diffuse PFAS sources including industry, waste water treatment plants (WWTP), and urban runoff.
sampled at the same sites (Fig. 1 and 2). Differences in PFAS accumulation between fish species have previously been reported for the samples from lake Tyriifjorden that are included in the present study. The highest liver concentrations in lake Tyriifjorden were reported for perch (288 µg kg⁻¹), while the lowest were reported for roach (90.5 µg kg⁻¹). Differences in dietary exposure (trophic levels and proportions of benthic organisms in the diet) were concluded to be part of the explanation for the observed differences in accumulation, while differences in biotransformation potential were suggested as an explanation for the observed difference between pike and perch. Differences in PFAS accumulation between fish species depending on diet, including trophic level, have previously been reported. Based on this, species (and tissues) were treated individually when investigating potential differences in PFAS profiles depending on source as detailed below.

PFAS fingerprints for different source types

As shown in Table S2,† the only tissue where PFAS were targeted in multiple samples at all three source types was brown trout muscle. Thus, a PCA of PFAS profiles in brown trout muscle was used to explore if PFAS fingerprints in fish exposed to each of the three source types differed from each other. A detailed description of the selection of the sites and the individual PFAS are given in the ESI.† The PCA shown in Fig. 3 shows a clear grouping according to the different sites, reflecting distinct differences in PFAS profiles between the sites. However, the first two components only explained 45% of the variation in the data set, reflecting the relatively large variation within each site. Principal component 1 (PC1, X-axis) explained 29% of the variance in the data set. In the loading plot, PFOS was situated on the right-hand side, while the C10–C14 plotted to the left (PFDoDA and PFTeDA furthest to the left). In the score plot, samples from lake Tyriifjorden (paper production) plotted to the far left (i.e., with negative PC1 scores), samples from lake Randsfjorden (long-range atmospheric transport) plotted to the right of samples from lake Tyriifjorden (left side of the plot), and the samples from the AFFF impacted sites (Evenes airport and Fagernes airport) plotted to the right. The separation of the four sites along PC1 was significant (p < 0.05) for Fagernes airport and Evenes airport compared to all sites (also compared to each other), while lake Randsfjorden and lake Tyriifjorden were not significantly different from each other (p > 0.05). There were no clear differences between the locations/sites along PC2, which explained 16% of the variation in the data set.

The PCA shows that samples from the AFFF impacted sites (Evenes and Fagernes airports) were dominated by PFOS, and to some extent FOSA, PFDS, PFHxA and PFHxS. PFHxS plotted in the lower part of the plot (i.e., negative PC2 values). In addition to being detected in samples from the AFFF impacted sites, PFHxS was also detected in seven brown trout muscle samples from lake Randsfjorden sampled in 2013 (0.1–1.2 µg kg⁻¹) and in two samples in 2008 (0.1–0.2 µg kg⁻¹), which may indicate a small local source of PFHxS. The presence of PFHxS in fish from lake Randsfjorden is somewhat unexpected as there is no known major local source nearby. The detected PFHxS is likely from a local diffuse source (or several sources), such as agricultural runoff or waste water runoff. The PCA indicates that brown trout muscle samples from lake Tyriifjorden (paper production PFAS point source) and lake Randsfjorden (long-range atmospheric transport) had higher percentages of long
chained PFCA compared to the AFFF impacted sites. Thus, the grouping reflects the different PFAS profiles depending on the different sources, and that indicative fingerprints belonging to the specific source types can be identified. There was however one exception to this; one sample from lake Tyrfjorden where PFOS was the only PFAS above the LOQ. In general, concentrations in muscle were relatively low and close to the LOQ (and, as discussed above, liver is considered to be a better suited tissue for source tracking purposes in the present study).

To further explore the differences in PFAS profiles depending on sources, the tissues most relevant for comparison were selected based on the number of samples representing the different source types as shown in Table S2.† In the present study, liver is considered to be better suited for source tracking purposes than muscle tissue. Thus, brown trout liver was selected to explore differences between long-range atmospheric transport and production of paper products, and perch liver was selected to explore differences between the use of AFFF and production of paper products. However, as most samples from the AFFF impacted sites are muscle samples, perch and pike muscle were also used to explore the difference between the use of AFFF and production of paper products.

Long-range atmospheric transport versus production of paper products. A pattern of odd/even chain length for PFCA pairs has previously been reported for biota not directly affected by a specific PFAS point source, where the concentration of a given odd chain length PFCA is higher than the concentration of the shorter adjacent even chain length homologue.51–54 The mechanism behind this is suggested to be due to degradation of FTOH in the atmosphere, which results in even and odd chained PFCA (i.e. 8 : 2 FTOH is degraded to PFDoA (C8) and PFNA (C9), 10 : 2 FTOH is degraded to PFDA (C10) and PfunDA (C11), and 12 : 2 FTOH is degraded to PFDDoa (C12) and PFTrDA (C13)), and that the longer PFCA is more bioaccumulative compared to its shorter homologue (for these PFCA pairs).55–58 Therefore, ratios above one for the PFCA pairs, PFNA/PFOA, PFUnDA/PFDA, and PFTrDA/PFDoDA could indicate contribution from long-range atmospheric transport.

Neutral and ionic PFAS have been monitored in air at rural sampling stations in Norway since 2017.55–57 Results show that concentrations of the long chained PFCA (e.g. PFDoDA and PFTrDA) and their FTOH precursor are low, but that some atmospheric transport of PFCA precursors is occurring.55–57 Atmospheric oxidation of FTOH followed by deposition of PFCA,5 combined with the high bioaccumulation potential of the long chain PFCA might explain the detection in fish even if atmospheric concentrations of the suspected precursors are low. In addition, as the air sampling stations are located in rural areas, diffuse local/regional contribution to atmospheric pollution with neutral PFAS from e.g., urban areas could be an additional source to some lakes.

Brown trout livers were sampled from lake Femunden and lake Randsfjorden (considered to be mainly affected by long-range atmospheric transport), lake Mjøsa (long-range atmospheric transport and local diffuse sources), and lake Tyrfjorden (paper production). 14 PFAS were targeted for all sites and found at concentrations above the LOQ (in at least one sample), and these PFAS, as well as the ratios of PFUnDA/PFDA, and PFTrDA/PFDoDA, which may provide information on contribution from local exposure in addition to atmospheric long-range transport, were therefore included in the PCA (Fig. 4). PC1 accounted for 32% of the variance. In the score plot, samples from the two lakes considered to be mainly affected by long-range transport (lake Femunden and lake Randsfjorden) were generally plotted to the left and close to the centre (PC1 scores of −1.7 ± 0.2 and −1.5 ± 0.3, respectively). Individuals from lake Mjøsa were plotted close to the centre and to the right (PC1 scores of 1.6 ± 0.1), while samples from lake Tyrfjorden were plotted to the right (PC1 scores of 4.2 ± 0.5). Samples from lake Tyrfjorden and lake Mjøsa plotted significantly differently along PC1 (significantly different places on the x-axis) compared to all other sites (including each other, p < 0.01, Kruskal–Wallis and Bonferroni correction). Samples from lake Randsfjorden and lake Femunden did not differ significantly to each other along PC1 (p = 1.00). In the loading plot, PFTrDA was plotted to the left together with the PFCA ratios, PFUnDA/PFDA and PFTrDA/PFDoDA, which may indicate that samples with low PC1 scores were less exposed to sources other than long-range atmospheric transport compared to those with high PC1 values. PFDA, PFUnDA, and PFDoDA were plotted to the right along with PFOS and FOSA. The PC2 (Y-axis) explained 13% of the variance. Two individuals from lake Tyrfjorden plotted in the low right corner (marked with red circles in Fig. 4), while one sample from lake Randsfjorden plotted relatively low (marked with a red circle) indicating that these had accumulated, and thus had been exposed to, higher PFHxA, PFHpA, and PFOA concentrations (plotted low on the Y-axis). PFHxA, PFHpA, and PFOA were only detected above the LOQ in these three individuals, and concentrations were close to the LOQ.

Sites considered to be mainly affected by long-range atmospheric transport plotted to the left of the samples from lake Tyrfjorden reflecting their different PFAS profiles including a higher percentage of PFTrDA, and different ratios of the PFCA pairs indicative of long-range atmospheric transport. Profiles of C8–C13 PFCA in brown trout liver samples from lake Femunden and lake Randsfjorden (Fig. 4) follow the previously reported pattern for biota mainly affected by long-range transport;51–54 PFNA concentrations were higher than PFOA concentrations, PFUnDA concentrations were higher than PFDA concentrations, and concentrations of PFTrDA were higher than concentrations of PFDoDA. The ratios of PFUnDA/PFDA and PFTrDA/PFDoDA were significantly higher in samples from lake Randsfjorden (mean 5.0 and 4.3, respectively) and lake Femunden (mean 4.9 and 4.7, respectively) compared to lake Mjøsa (mean 2.8 and 1.7, respectively) and lake Tyrfjorden (mean 1.8 and 0.7, respectively), shown in Tables S8 and S9† (p < 0.05, Kruskal–Wallis and Bonferroni correction). The clearest difference for these ratios was the relationship between concentrations of PFTrDA and PFDoDA in lake Tyrfjorden (compared to the lakes considered to be mainly affected by long-range atmospheric transport) where PFDoDA concentrations in brown trout livers were on average two times the PFTrDA concentrations.
PFOA accounted for 22% of the $\Sigma$PFAS 14 in both samples from lake Mjøsa and lake Tyrifjorden, while the percentages were significantly lower ($p < 0.01$, Kruskal–Wallis and Bonferroni correction) in lake Randsfjorden (11%) and lake Femunden (7%). In addition, the percentage of PFOA was significantly lower in lake Femunden compared to lake Randsfjorden ($p < 0.01$). There are no known major local PFAS source in lake Femunden. However, fish in lake Mjøsa are considered to receive PFAS from several different local diffuse sources, including urban runoff and effluent from WWTP. Small contributions of local diffuse sources might also explain the higher percentage of PFOA in lake Randsfjorden compared to lake Femunden. This indicates that increased percentages of PFOA compared to the lakes dominated by long-range atmospheric transport can be interpreted as an indication of contribution from local sources. In accordance with this, samples from lake Mjøsa generally plotted between samples from lake Tyrifjorden and the lakes considered to be mainly affected by long-range atmospheric transport.

In spite of the expected higher inputs from local PFAS sources in lake Mjøsa (based on the known diffuse sources and the higher percentages of PFOA in fish), $\Sigma$PFAS concentrations in brown trout from lake Mjøsa (liver $\Sigma$PFAS 17: 41.8 μg kg$^{-1}$, muscle $\Sigma$PFAS 7: 3.2 μg kg$^{-1}$) were lower than or comparable to concentrations in lake Femunden (liver $\Sigma$PFAS 17: 58.9 μg kg$^{-1}$) and lake Randsfjorden (liver $\Sigma$PFAS 17: 71.4 μg kg$^{-1}$, muscle $\Sigma$PFAS 7: 1.4 μg kg$^{-1}$). In addition to PFAS sources, another factor to take into consideration when comparing fish from different lakes are potential differences in diet. For example, brown trout are on top of the food web in both lake Mjøsa and lake Randsfjorden. However, the food web in lake Mjøsa consists of more trophic levels compared to lake Randsfjorden, thus there are differences in the diet of brown trout in the two lakes. Further, large brown trout in lake Mjøsa are considered to be almost solely pelagic, whereas the brown trout in lake Femunden are more closely linked to the terrestrial food web, e.g. insects, and are on a lower trophic level. Respiratory elimination of ionic and thus more water soluble PFAS, such as PFCA, is less efficient in terrestrial organisms (e.g. insects) than in aquatic organisms. Thus, fish largely feeding on terrestrial organisms might be exposed to PFAS to a greater extent compared to fish with a different diet, which might explain why $\Sigma$PFAS concentrations are not higher in lake Mjøsa compared to lake Femunden and lake Randsfjorden. Nevertheless, distinct differences in PFAS profiles were shown depending on PFAS source.

Both samples from lakes considered to be mainly affected by long-range atmospheric transport, and samples from lake Tyrifjorden showed high percentages of long chained PFCA, however the relative percentages and the ratios between the studied PFCA pairs differed. Fish mainly affected by long-range atmospheric transport showed high ratios (above one) for PFUnDA/PFDA and PFTrDA/PFDoDA. In addition, samples from lake Tyrifjorden showed higher $\Sigma$PFAS 17 concentrations, and higher PFOS and FOSA percentages. Production of paper products is a little explored PFAS point source. Concentrations in fish exposed to this type of point source have only been reported for one identified site, which are the concentrations used in the present study. A range of other PFAS than those included in the present study, including several precursors to PFAA (e.g. N-ethyl perfluorooctane sulfonamido ethanol (EtFOSE); mono-, di-, and tri-substituted phosphate esters of
EtFOSE, referred to as SAMPAP; and fluorotelomer mercaptoalkyl phosphate esters, referred to as FTMAP) have been reported to have been used in the paper industry.\(^{3,4,5}\) In addition to the PFAS included in the PCA in Fig. 4, elevated concentrations of 10 : 2 FTS, 12 : 2 FTS, and 14 : 2 FTS were reported as well.\(^{19}\) These were not targeted at the other sites investigated in the present study and could therefore not be included in the comparison.

**AFFF versus production of paper products.** Perch muscle was sampled at Fagernes airport (AFFF point source), Rygge airport (AFFF point source), and lake Tyriorden (paper production) and was therefore used in PCA in order to compare exposure from the use of AFFF to exposure from the production of paper products, shown in Fig. S3 and S4. Samples from the AFFF impacted sites grouped on the side of the plot dominated by PFOS and other PFSA, while samples affected by pollution arising from the paper industry plotted on the side associated with long chained PFCA, reflecting the differences between the sources (similar to the finding for brown trout muscle, shown in Fig. 3). The three sites all differed significantly to each other along PC1 (\(p < 0.01, \text{Kruskal–Wallis and Bonferroni correction.}\))

PFAS profiles in pike muscle samples were reported for two AFFF impacted sites (Rygge airport and Oslo airport) and lake Tyriorden (production of paper products). Seven PFAS were targeted for all sites and were found at concentrations above the LOQ (in at least one sample), shown in Fig. S5.\(^{\dagger}\) Samples from lake Tyriorden plotted on the side of the plot associated with PFCA (right side), while samples representing the AFFF source plotted on the side of the plot associated with PFOS (left side). PC1 scores for samples from lake Tyriorden differed significantly to scores for samples from Rygge airport (\(p < 0.01, \text{Kruskal–Wallis and Bonferroni correction.}\))

Perch livers were sampled at both Rygge airport (AFFF source) and lake Tyriorden (paper product production source). Concentrations of \(\sum_{i}^{17}\text{PFAS}\) were relatively similar between the two sites (299 and 288 \(\mu g\) \(kg^{-1}\) at Rygge airport and lake Tyriorden, respectively) however PFAS profiles differed. 16 PFAS were detected in concentrations above the LOQ (in at least one sample) and used in the PCA. As shown in Fig. 5, there were distinct groupings for the 16 PFAS. PC1 (X-axis) explained 36% of the variance. In the score plot, samples from Rygge airport grouped to the right (mean PC1 score of 3.7 \(\pm\) 0.1) while samples from lake Tyriorden plotted close to the centre and to the left (PC1 = \(-1.3 \pm 0.2\)). The difference was significant (\(p < 0.01, \text{Kruskal–Wallis and Bonferroni correction.}\))

In the loading plot, PFOS and other PFSA (PFHxS, PFDS, and PFDoDS), and the ratios of PFTrDA/PFDoDA and PFUnDA/PFDA plotted to the right. C9–C14 PFCA plotted to the left. PC2 (Y-axis) explained 17% of the variance. In the loading plot, the PFOS precursors (preFOS), EtFOSAA and FOSA, plotted low, while PFHpA, POA, 6 : 2 FTS, and PFHxS plotted high. In the score plot, samples from Rygge airport plotted above, however relatively close to, 0. Samples from lake Tyriorden plotted generally below 0, however a few samples plotted very high. Samples from Rygge airport grouped to the right based on their high percentage of PFSA relative to samples from lake Tyriorden which have higher percentages of PFCA and preFOS. The higher percentages of PFSA in perch liver samples from Rygge airport echoed the same trend in muscle samples (where samples from sites affected by AFFF sources were dominated by PFSA).

The ratios PFTrDA/PFDoDA and PFUnDA/PFDA differed significantly between the two sites (\(p < 0.01\) for both ratios). The PFUnDA/PFDA ratio was 1.1 for lake Tyriorden and 1.9 for Rygge airport, while the PFTrDA/PFDoDA ratio was 0.5 for lake Tyriorden and 1.3 for Rygge airport. The PFTrDA/PFDoDA ratio reported for perch livers in lake Tyriorden (paper production) are different compared to ratios reported for biota affected by PFAS from long-range atmospheric transport (i.e., below 1 for lake Tyriorden), indicating a local source to PFCA. For Rygge airport, these ratios are consistent with previously reported patterns associated with long-range transport,\(^{31–34}\) which might indicate that the long chained PFCA reported for fish from Rygge airport is mainly due to long-range atmospheric transport.

The high percentages of PFSA in fish sampled at AFFF impacted sites reflects the dominance of PFSA in AFFF before the phase-out of firefighting foams containing PFOS in Norway in the 2000s.\(^{57–66}\) Such older AFFF have been reported to be dominated by PFOS and some other PFSA.\(^{66–69}\) The PFSA with shorter chain length compared to PFOS, PFHxS and PFHpS, have previously been reported to have smaller bioaccumulation potentials and shorter half-lives in fish.\(^{2,5,70–73}\) However, accumulation of PFHxS in fish has been reported for other AFFF polluted sites.\(^{72–75}\) Therefore, high percentages of PFOS and other PFSA are considered to be indicators of a potential AFFF related PFAS source. Due to their lower bioaccumulation potentials, the presence of PFHxS and possibly PFHpS in biota samples, in addition to high percentages of PFOS and other PFSA could indicate exposure to relatively high concentrations of AFFF related PFAS pollution.

**Environmental implications**

Distinct differences in PFAS fingerprints in fish were observed depending on PFAS source, indicating that fingerprinting in fish can be used to identify source types. As profiles associated with specific source types need to be identified in order to recognise suspected sources and/or to distinguish between sources, more data is needed in order to identify what could then be considered as standard fingerprints associated with specific source types and environmental conditions other than those explored here. Summaries of the fingerprints for the PFAS sources investigated here are listed below.

**Long-range atmospheric transport**

Higher \(\sum_{i}^{17}\text{PFAS}\) concentrations can be expected for sites directly affected by point sources compared to sites affected mainly by long-range atmospheric transport. Fish sampled in the lakes considered to be mainly affected by long-range atmospheric transport had high percentages of long chained PFCA (as percentages of sum of the PFAS reported in this study) compared to the sites affected by the use of AFFF, and high ratios (above one) for PFUnDA/PFDA and PFTrDA/PFDoDA (as discussed above) – in contrast to the site polluted by production of paper products.
Production of paper products (point source)

Production of paper products is a little explored PFAS point source and a range of other PFAS than those included in the present study are potential indicators of PFAS pollution from paper industry. Fish from lake Tyriorden, showed high percentages of long chained PFCA compared to the AFFF impacted sites (similar to the lakes mainly affected by long-range atmospheric transport). However, concentrations were higher compared to the sites affected by long-range atmospheric transport, and the ratios between the studied PFCA pairs did not follow the same pattern (especially, the percentage of PFDoDA was high). In addition, the percentage of PFOS was high in these samples. Therefore, high percentages of long chained PFCA in combination with different ratios for PFCA pairs and elevated percentages of PFOS are potential indicators of PFAS pollution from the paper industry. However, as this conclusion is based on only one case study site, investigations at other sites polluted by similar industrial activity are needed.

Use of AFFF (point source)

High percentages of PFOS and other PFSA are indicators of a potential AFFF source, as these PFSA reflect the dominance of PFSA in AFFF before the phase-out of firefighting foams containing PFOS. The presence of shorter PFSA (compared to PFOS), in addition to high percentages of PFOS indicate exposure to relatively high concentrations of AFFF related PFAS pollution.
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